
PERFORM
WITH THE

Elevate Your Golf Game with 
Equine-Assisted Performance Coaching 

at Wild Mustang Ranch (WMR)

Unlock Your 
Golfing Potential

Visualize Triumph

Overcome 
Self-Doubt

Tame 
Performance 

Anxiety

Crystallize 
Your Goals

Forge 
Emotional 
Equilibrium

Master Your 
Mental Game

Breathe Your 
Way to Victory

Reflect
Evolve
Succeed



Look no further than WMR Golf Performance Coaching – a transformative 
experience that combines cutting-edge coaching techniques with the
wisdom of horses, tailored exclusively for high-level competitive golfers.

Maximize Your Potential

Experience transformative coaching beyond the ordinary, gaining direct
somatic insights to enhance your on-course performance. Horses, with over
50 million years of survival and honed perception, mirror your emotions and 
actions, helping to unveil your hidden barriers to unleash your full potential.

A Unique Partnership

Imagine a partnership akin to a caddy and player, but with the added insight of 
horses. Engaging with these perceptive animals delves deep into your mindset, 
a cornerstone for mastering your mental game.

Master Your Mental Game

Mastering the mental game is key for exceptional golf, a skill where equine 
partners excel. Their insight and pro-level feedback help to conquer your fears, 
hone focus, and foster present-moment awareness, crucial for competitive golf. 
In equine-assisted sessions, you can mimic tournament scenarios, addressing 
mental and physical demands. 

Tailored Excellence

Just as each golfer‘s swing is unique, so is your journey with us. Together we 
design a personalized roadmap. Whether you want to overcome performance 
anxiety, stay resilient under pressure, or improve focus, our equine partners and 
coaches provide dedicated guidance.

Elevate your golf game to new heights with our groundbreaking
and innovative Golf Performance Coaching, exceeding your potential and
revolutionizing your approach to the sport.

Are you a competitive golfer looking to take your game to the next level? 

Are you ready to overcome mental barriers and achieve peak performance?

Contact Golf Director Alan Fowler
at af@wildmustang-us.com today 
to begin your extraordinary journey 
of transformation and mastery, or
visit our website for more information.

WILDMUSTANG-US.COM

No horse experience required. No riding, all activities on the ground.


